USB WriteBlocker™
Quick Start Guide

Using USB WriteBlocker

Step 1. Attach the target drive/device to the “Drive” side of USB WriteBlocker.
Step 2. Attach the USB extension cable to the “Host” side of USB WriteBlocker.
Step 3. Attach the USB extension cable to the computer.
Step 4. Watch for the drive to mount to the computer. If it does not mount, press the “Remount” button on USB WriteBlocker.
Step 5. Use the status LED as indication of the drive/device activity.

Thank you for purchasing a WiebeTech product.

A complete user’s manual and a free software application to access CID/VID information of the Device under Capture is available at:

http://www.wiebetech.com/usbwb

WiebeTech is a brand of CRU-DataPort™. USB WriteBlocker is a trademark of CRU-DataPort.